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Abstract 

For realtime walking control of a biped robot, we 
analyze the dynamics of a three-dimensio,nal inverted 
pendulum whose motions are constrained onto an  ar- 
bitrarily defined plane. This analysis leads us a sim- 
ple linear dynamics, the Three-Dimensional Linear In- 
verted Pendulum Mode (3D-LIPhf). Geometric nature 
of trajectories under the 3D-LIPM is discussed, and an 
algorithm for walking pattern generation i s  presented. 
Experimental results of realtime walking control of a 
12 d.0.f. biped robot HRP-2L using an input device 
such as a game pad are also shown. 

1 Introduction 

Research on humanoid robots and biped locomo- 
tion is currently one of the most exciting topics in the 
field of robotics and there exist many ongoing projects. 
Although some of those works have already demon- 
strated very reliable dynamic biped walking[3, 10, 141, 
we believe it is still important to understand the the- 
oretical background of biped locomotion. 

A lot of researches dedicated to the biped walk- 
ing pattern generation can be classified into tu70 cate- 
gories. The first group uses precise knowledge of dy- 
namic parameter of a robot e.g. mass, location of cen- 
ter of mass and inertia of each link to prepare walking 
patterns. Therefore. it mainly relies on the accuracy 
of the model data [3, 5, 10, 141. 

On the contrary, the second group uses limited 
knowledge of dynamics e.g. location of total cen- 
ter of mass, total angular momentum, etc. Since 
the controller knows little about the system struc- 
ture, this approach much relies on a feedback control 
[l, 6, 9, 12, 13, 151. 

In this paper, we take the standpoint of the second 
approach, and introduce a new modeling which repre- 
sents the dynamics of a robot with limited parameters. 
The modeling, the Three-Dimensional Linear Inverted 
Penduluin Mode (3D-LIPM) is derived from a general 
three-dimensional inverted pendulum whose motion is 
constrained onto an arbitrarily defined plane [7]. 

It  allows a separate controller design for the sagittal 
(x-z) and the lateral (y-z) motions and simplifies a 
walking pattern generation a great deal. This merit 
makes realtime walk generation possible. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec- 
tion 2 presents a nature of 3D Linear Inverted Pen- 
dulum Mode. Section 3 describes the details of 3D 
walking pattern generation. Section 4 shows esperi- 
mental results. We conclude in Section 5. 

2 Derivation of 3D Linear Inverted 
Penduluin Mode 

2.1 Motion equation of a 3D inverted 
pendulum 

When a biped robot is supporting its body on oiie 
leg, its doininant dynamics can he represented by a 
single inverted pendulum which connects the support- 
ing foot and the center of mass of the whole robot. 
Figure 1 depicts such an inverted pendulum consisting 
of a point mass and a inassless telescopic leg. The po- 
sition of the point mass p = (5 ,  y ,  z )  is uniquely spec- 
ified by a set of state variables q = (e,., 8,, .) where 
8, indicates the angle between the pendulum and the 
XZ-plane and 0, indicates tlie angle between the pen- 
dulum and tlie XZ-plane (Fig. 1). The signs of these 
angles are defined to fit the right handed coordinate 
system. so we have 8, < 0 and 0, > 0 in tlie config- 
uretaion of Fig. 1. T indicates the length of massless 
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Figure 1: 3 0  Pendulum 

leg which is the distance between the origin and tlie 
point mass. 

Let (T,, T ~ ,  f )  be tlie actuator torque and force asso- 
ciated with tlie state variables (eT,  eP, r ) .  With these 
inputs, the equations of motion of the 3D inverted 
pendulum in Cartesian coordinates are given by 

(1) 
D 

m(-zy + y?) = -TT - mgy, 
CT 

D 
m(z2 - 25) = -Tp + m,gz, 

CP 
where 

cT E  COS^,, c, cosep, D dcr2 + cP2 - 1, 

m is the mass of the penduluni, and g is gravity ac- 
celeration. 

2.2 3D Linear Inverted Pendulum Mode 

Although tlie moving pattern of the pendulum has 
vast possibilities, we want to select a class of motions 
that would be suitable for walking. For this reason, we 
apply constraints to limit the motion of the pendulum. 
The first coiistraint limits the motion in the plane with 
given normal vector (k,, k,, -1) and z intersection z,, 

z = k,z + k,y + 2,. (3) 

For a robot walking on a rugged terrain, the normal 
vector should match the slope of the ground and the 
z intersection should be tlie expected average distance 
of the center of tlie robot’s mass from the ground. For 
further calculation. we prepare the second derivatives 
of Eq. (S), 

2 = k x x  + k,g. (4 
Substituting these constraints into Eqs. (1) and ( 2 ) ,  
we obtain the dynamics of the pendulum under the 
constraints. From straightforward calculations, we get 

where u,,up are new virtual inputs which are intro- 
duced to compensate input nonlinearity, 

D 
U ,  = -‘T,, cr (7) 

In the case of the walking on a flat plane, we can 
set the horizontal constraint plane ( k ,  = 0, k,  = 0) 
and we obtain 

In the case of tlie walking on a slope or stairs 
where k,, k ,  # 0, we need anot.her constraint. From 
-zx(5)-yx(6) we obtain 

- 1. 
zy - ?y  = -;(U,-z m *I + upy). 

Therefore, we have the same dynamics of Eq. (9) and 
Eq. (10) in the case of art inclined constraint plane 
when the following new constraint is introduced about 
the inputs as, 

ur2 + upy = 0. (12) 

This implies that the ankle torques should be given 
in a manner not generating the yaw moment so that 
the 2 element of angular momentum is conserved. 

Eqs. (9) and (10) are independent linear equations. 
The only parameter which governs those dynamics is 
z,, i.e., the z intersection of the constraint plane and 
the inclination of the plane never affects the horizontal 
motions. Note that the original dynamics were non- 
linear and we have derived linear dynamics without 
using any approximation. 

Let us call this the Three-Dimensional Linear In- 
verted Pendulum Mode (SD-LIPXI). The first author 
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and Tani introduced a two-dimensional version of this 
dynamics mode[G]. and Hara, Yoltolawa and Sadao ex- 
tended it to three dimeiisions in the case of zero input 
torque[2]. 

2.3 Nature of the 3D Linear Inverted 
Pendulum Mode 

We examine a nature of trajectories under the 3D- 
LIPM with zero input t,orques ( U ,  = up = 0). 

(13) 

(14) 

9 
Z C  

9 
ZC 

With a given initial condition, these equations deter- 
mine trajectories in 3D space. Figure 2 shows two 
examples. 

y =  -Y 

x =  - X .  

N 
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Figure 2: 30 Linear Inverted Pendulum Mode 

Eqs. (13) and (14) can he regarded as a repulsive 
force field for a unit mass. 

f Z 2 - r  ZC (15) 

A unit mass gets a force of magnitude f which is 
proportional to the distance r between the mass and 
the origin. Therefore, the 3D-LIPM with zero input 
torque can be considered as a dynamics under the cen- 
tral force field. 

Figure 3 shows a 3D-LIPM trajectory which is pro- 
jected onto XY plane. hlotion along Y and X is gov- 
erned by Eqs. (13) and (14) respectively. In Fig.3, 
it is also shown another coordinate frame X'Y'  which 
rotates 0 from the original frame XY. Since the 3D- 
LIPhl is a dynamics under the central force field, the 
motion along Y' and X' is also governed by the iden- 
tical equations with Eqs. (13) and (14). This gives us 
great advantages in generating walking pattern as we 
will see in the following sections. 

P f  \ / 

Figure 3: 3D-LIPM projected onto XY plane 

3 3D walking pattern generation 

3.1 Outline 

Figure 4 shows an example of a walking pattern 
based on the SD-LIPM. In this paper we assume the 
support leg exchanges at a constant pace. To change 
the walking speed and direction, the robot modifies its 
foot placements (shown as small circles in Fig. 4). 

Figure 4: Walking pattern gen.erated from the 30- 
LIPM. A robot takes seven steps f rom left to m'gh,t. 
Motion of the tip of the inverted penddum is shown 
as pieces of hyperbolic curves (solid lines). We as- 
sume that th.e robot is in double support and moves 
on a straight line between each support ph,ase (dotted 
lines). Small circles are foot places an,d dashed lines 
indicate primary axes of the hyperbolic curves. 

Tl'hen we project the walking motion onto X and Y- 
axis, we observe decoupled motioiis governed by Eqs. 
(13) and (14) (Fig. 5). Each motion follows t,he 2D 
version of the Linear Inverted Pendulum Mode that 
we described in the former paper [GI. 
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Figure 5: XY-posit ion and velocity in a walk of the 
figure 4.  The thick line shows x motzon and the thin 
line shows y motion. The position graphs jump the dis- 
tance of the step length at each support foot exchange, 
since we are taking the origin at a foot place of each 
support. The vertical dotted lines indzcate the time of 
the supporting mode chan,ge. I n  this walking pattern, 
the robot is taking 0.4 [sec] f o r  single support and 0.1 
[sec] for  double support. 

3.2 Pattern generation along a local axis 

Now the problem becomes a control of the motion 
along X or Y-axis for each step. Let us assume that 
the robot is repeating single support phase of duration 
T, and double support phase of duration T d b l .  

Figure 6 illustrates successive steps in X-direction. 
The initial l~ody state ( z Z ( ~ ) ,  PJ:”)) and the final body 
state (xp’, U?’) have the relatioilship given by 

where 

CT cosh(T,/T,), ST E sinh(T,/Tc), Tc 3 m. 
To control the walking speed, we must change tlie 

foothold (point E) to modify the initial condition of 
the support phase ( D ’ i F ) .  When the desired status 
at the end of support (point F) is given as ( Z d ,  v d ) ,  we 
can define t,he norm of the error with certain weight 
a ,b  > 0 as 

N E a(rd  - Z y ) ) 2  $- b(ud - 

By substituting Eq. (16) into this definition and cal- 
culating the foothold of x i2 )  which minimizes N ,  we 

obtain a proper control law. 

Zj2) = (C&T(Z~ - STTcVd)  -t bST/Tc(Zjd - c~Plf))/@, 

(17) 
where 

DT E aC$ + ~ ( s T / T , ) ~ .  

To determine the foothold E, we also need the dis- 
tance that body travels in the double support. The 
distance d is given by 

(18) d = vUf (1) T d b l .  

The motion of the swing leg is planned to arrive at 
the point E at the expected touchdown time (dashed 
curve from A to E in Fig. ti). 

J 2 )  
Z V? f 

Figure 6: Two successive steps in the sagittal plane 
are illustrated. The body travels f rom B to  D in the 
single-leg support phase, then moves from D to D: in 
the dou.ble-leg support phase with constant speed U?), 
and then travels D‘ to  F in the second single-support 
phase. While the body moues f rom B to  D, the tip of 
the swing leg travels f rom A to E (dashed curved line). 
By changing the position of E we can control the final 
body speed 7 ~ y )  at the point F. Except for our inserted 
double-support phase, this is the same idea proposed 
by Miura and Shimoyama /8]. 

3.3 Control of walking direction 

To specify the walking direction, we rotates the ref- 
erence XY-frame at  a foot, place. Suppose the robot 
is walking along the X axis and we want to change 
tlie walking direction with 8 at P3 (Figure 7). For 
this purpose, we define the X’Y’-frame which rotates 
8 during the support foot is at P3 and use this new 
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shows the appearance of HRP-2L. 

Figure 7: Changing walking direction 

frame for the calculations after that. First, current 
body position and speed are converted, then the new 
foot place P4 is calculated froin the desired walking 
speed given in the new frame. This simple method 
works well even the frame rotations occures at every 
steps. Figure 8 illustrates a walking along a circle. 
In this walking pattern, the reference frame is rotated 
r / l O  rad so that the robot returns the stating point 
with 20 steps. 

Figure 9: Biped robot HRP-2L 

Its weight is 58.2 [kg] including 11.4 [kg] batteries 
and 22.6 [kg] dummy weights corresponding to those 
of arms and head of HRP-2 under development. Each 
leg has 6 d.0.f. It has an onboard PC (Pentium I11 933 
[MHz]) in the body. The operating system is ART- 
Linux[l6]. 

I k -  I 
4.2 Control system of HRP-2L 

Recentrly, the walking of Asiino from Honda and 
H7 froin the University of Tokyo have been succeess- 
fully controled by a joystick in realtime [4, 111. We 
also developed a motion control software based on the 
proposed method for realizing realtime control of the 
wallciiig motion and for interfacing an input device as 
shown in Fig. 10. The function of each module is 
described below. 

Input Device Server runs on another PC. It  gets 
current status of the input devices such as joy- 
stick and game pad. Foothold and rotation of the 
reference frame shown in Fig. 3 in the next step 
are calculated. 

Walk Generator is the implenietation of the 
method described in this paper. It ganerates the 
desired pose of both legs and ZNP according to  
a command from the input device server. It runs 
at  200 [Hz] cycle. 

Stabilizer is a sensor feedback module that stabilizes 
the walking motion. In order to reduce the body 

Figure 8: Walk on a circle 

4 Experiments of realtime bipped 
walking 

4.1 Biped robot HRP-2L 

The biped robot HRP-2L, which is the leg module 
Figure 9 for HRP-2', is used for the experiments. 

'HRP-2 is a new humanoid robot platform, whose nianufac- 
turing process is in progress in phase two of Humanoid Robotics 

Project (HRP) of hlinistry of Economy, T h d e  and Industry 
(hfETI) of Japan. 
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Figure 10: Control system for  realtime generation of 
biped walking and input device in.terface 

inclinations, each foot’s desired position and ori- 
entation are adjusted as an inverted pendulum. 
In order to reduce the error between the desired 
Zh lP  trajectory and the actual ZMP, the horizon- 
tal position of the torso is adjusted. Finally the 
goal angles are calculated by solving the corre- 
sponding inverse kinematics. It also runs at 200 
[Hz] cycle. 

Motor Servo is a software PD servo module with 
1000 [Hz] cycle. 

4.3 Experimental results 

In order to evaluate the ability of the proposed re- 
altime biped walk generation, experiments controlling 
HRP-2L by a game pad were performed. In the exper- 
iments, we select a flat floor so that the body height 
was kept constant. One more point that  we must con- 
sider is the body and the foot rotation around z-axis. 
Although we assume an ideal robot, which can step 
towards any direction at all time. in tlie former sec- 
tion, HRP-2L has the limit of joint angles and i t  must 
avoid collision between the left and the right legs. For 
this reason. we designed additional pattern for the foot 
orientation with respect to the body. so that the body 
faces instantaneous walking direction in the middle of 
each support. 

Figure 11 shows the snapshots of the experiment 
and Fig. 12 shows tlie body trajectory as the thick 

lines, foot placements as the small circles, and the 
measured ZhlP trajectory as the thin lines. HRP-2L 
took nineteen steps in the experiment. It went for- 
ward at  first 3 steps, turned right from 4th step to 
11th step, then went baclxard to the end of steps. 
The time for each step was constant at 0.8 {sec]. How- 
ever the distance between the two foot placements and 
the walking direction changed from -0.25 [m] to $0.25 
[m] and from 0 [rad] to 0.34 [rad] in real time, respec- 
tively. From the experimental results, tlie effectiveness 
of the proposed realtime walk generation method was 
confirmed. 

t 

1st step 

%th step 

15th step 

4th step 

12th step 

19th step 

Figure 11: Snapshots of ever imen t  

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we introduced the Three-Dimensional 
Linear Inverted Pendulum Mode (3D-LIPM) that is 
useful for realtime walking control in a 3D space. We 
discussed a nature of the 3D-LIPN and proposed a 
simple algorithm for walking pattern generation that 
can specify walking speed i2nd direction. The realtime 
walk generation was tested on a 12 d.0.f. biped robot 
HRP-2L with the game pad interface, and a dynami- 
cally stable walk was successfully performed. 
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Figure 12: Hip m,otion, foot place: and ZMP 
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